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Newsletter Heading for the Week
Dear Members,
In the last two years many stocks went through the roof in USA market due to supportive Fed policy
and positive attitude from corporate and it seems like people are chasing stocks because no one wants
to miss this solid bull market. After reading a few emails it looks like large investors community missed
this rally or they were not enough invested and now they are wondering whether it is safe to enter
the markets at this stage. After reading their emails, to me it has become clear that people are
desperate now as they missed the most unique stock rally of 2012/2013.
In the year 1996 when we came out with the stock bubble predictions, it was very clear that tech,
internet and telecommunication stocks would fly and it happened. That period was very easy for us
on part of predicting and investing because we were just focusing on NASDAQ and tech stocks and we
kept recommending our close friends and clients to keep accumulating tech and telecom stocks. The
current bullish trend of stocks is different from 1996 because many sectors are going up together, and
it is a broad based rally.

Nasdaq rally started from 1975, it move ten
folds in 20 year (1975-1995), but from next
ten fold move just took 5 year (1995-2000).

It is always easy to trade or invest
when you know that one sector will
move up, like in 2001 when we
recommended buying metals
stocks we knew that these mining
stocks would be on fire for the next
seven years and they did. Many
people made fortunes investing in
tech stocks during 1996/1999 and
metals stocks during 2001/2007.
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Now since the third quarter of 2011 we came out with another stock bubble prediction but this time
it is not easy like NASDAQ or HUI stocks, this time was a different era that is why we recommended
all different kinds of stocks from financial, housing, tech, food and biotech etc. Now since the two
years I have been doing some research and finally I am ready to come up with a clear strategy on stock
investment strategy. I made more than $1.5 million holding tech stocks worth of $17000 in the three
years from 1997 to 1999, and we see a bigger bubble this time so it is important to know that where
we should invest and how we shall make money during this stock bubble of 2012 to 2015.
Here is the first months report.
As this is my first stock report “Stock investment report”, lets plan strategy of stock investment.

Brief about this bullish cycle “2011 to 2015”
Most of you are aware that astro indicators turned very bullish from 2011 September and we released
buying predictions for stocks and Indexes at the same time. We still remember the day when S&P
came down to 1089 and we send out an alert stating “This is a life time opportunity to buy as we won’t
see S&P going to 1089 again”, and at the same time we predicted S&P going towards 3200. We also
predicted the target price for each year and how S&P would move, for 2012 December we predicted
S&P would reach 1400; in 2013 S&P would reach 1750; 2014, 2300 to 2500 and finally S&P topping
out around 3200. Since then the journey has been interesting. S&P moved up from 1089 to 1732 and
during last two years most of target have been getting acheived. Many of the stocks that we
recommended by reading their astro chart moved up nicely from 100% to 500% in many folds and this
encouraged us to start this service.
We were pretty sure that this bullish equity trend will be broad based rather than one specific sector
or industry moving up. Normally Investors lives become very easy if any one sector moves up in the
market, which means money is following there and everyone wants to have a part in that sector or
industry. In these kinds of bullish trend it is very easy to make money like Tech (1996-1999) and metal
era (2002-2007). I made money in 1996-1999 not because I was very smart investor or trader, I
made money because I found the right sector to put money in and I held that investment for a few
years and I became a millionaire. In Mid 2011 we knew that during this bullish cycle recommendations
in stocks will be difficult because overall only sound fundamental stocks will perform. Also CEO’s or
those who have been managing their companies well those stocks will go through the roof and many
new stocks will come on top or they will become the talk of the town (lately TESLA, Netflix and
Facebook or Priceline).
In Short, USA brand names are coming back, look at Starbucks, Tesla, Visa, Master Card, Facebook,
Amex etc. It will be a difficult time for international money managers because USA stocks will be
outperforming compared to world. Yes, we have one master key here “USA stock will run like crazy so
the money flow will be here in USA and rest of world will be looking helpless”. Since the last two years
we have been predicting “THIS IS THE ERA OF USA AND MADE IN USA IS COMING BACK”, watch this
predictions closely as in the last 30 years of my predicting career astro indicators guided us well about
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90% time. I am also human and errors are bound to happen but most of time when we got strong
signal from wave of nature/astro cycle then chances for coming wrong become minimum.

Let’s see what current astro time cycle says and planning:
1. Saturn with North node will depress many big old brand names and will bring new comers to
the front line and will also put these company in the success story list. Once again we would
like to remind you that this cycle will support risk takers. From 2009 this unique cycle started
under Saturn period and North node joined in 2011. We have seen that many big name
companies are lagging behind including Microsoft, Kodak, Toyota, GM, Nokia etc. Must listens
to our interview with Jack Bouroudjian 26 Feb 2009, it is on our website home page.
2. During 2011 to 2015, overall market will perform very positive but housing, mortgage, biotech and innovative and new technologies will do amazingly well compared to old ones. Also
finance, energy efficiency, breweries, food and food related stocks will do well.
3. You have to avoid mining and commodity related stocks as these stocks won’t be able to
perform well. Investing money in these stock will like blocking your money which is not
providing any returns. In fact investor of mining stocks will keep losing money.
4. Give more allocation to longer term, try to avoiding short term trading in stocks if you like to
take complete advantage of the running equity bull market which may last until 2015.
5. If you have parked big money in treasury or bank deposit then you should diversify and buy
good stocks.
6. Any weakness or fall between five to seven percent in market should be taken as an
opportunity in stocks.
7. You can trade or invest in Index, etf’s, call options and stocks.
8. You should be avoiding or shorting any stocks which are rising due to new products or
innovative, we believe that current astro cycle will support those who take risks and move
ahead without fear as these companies will bring change into the whole industry like Apple
and Tesla did. Don’t go against the wave of nature/astro cycle; as buyers will keep making
money and short sellers or those who will be waiting will remain sideways without taking
advantage of the most unique bullish trend in equities. Two years ago we mentioned that
risk takers, and buyer in this market will make money, especially in USA market because
this is era of USA equity market.

Let’s see how our recommended stocks performed in the last two
years and how they look in the coming time:
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TESLA: Electric car market
remained the top performer
in our recommended list,
stocks have done amazingly
well and we know it will
outperform in the coming
time. Our target on this stock
is $280. It is currently trading
around $180. We strongly
recommended
in
2012
around $30, and we kept
recommending adding more
every month.
VISA: Visa credit card company
have done very well. In the
coming time this company will
do well. It is currently sitting at
an all-time high, our target is
$500 in the next two years.
Currently the price is at $193
and we recommended buying it
at $83 in 2011. We kept
recommending adding more
every month.

MASTER CARD: This is also a
credit card company. It has done
very well and will keep doing well
in the coming time. Our target for
two years is $1500. Currently it is
trading around $680. We
recommended buying it in in
2011 at around $235. We kept
recommending adding more
every month.
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AMEX: American express credit
card company, has also done well.
We are still recommending
holding this stock. Our target is
$250 in the next two years. It is
currently trading around $75. We
recommended buying it in 2012 at
around $45.
PRICELINE: Online travel booking
company. This was
one of our great picks
in late 2011, and its
stocks moved up
crazily. In mid-2011
we
recommended
buying around $439
and now it is trading
around $1001. Our
next target is $1200.
Our members should
book profit on any
rise and we will write
in detail about the
trading strategy for
Priceline here below in
this month’s letter.
STARBUCKS: This stock
has also done very well
since we recommended
buying
it.
We
recommended this stock
around $33 and it is
currently trading at $75.
Our target is $180 to
$250. We will write in detail below.
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WHOLE FOOD: This stock has also
done well, we recommended it
around $28 and it is currently
trading around $56. The astro
chart is very positive for this
company. Our target is $90.
COSTCO: In the last quarter of
2011 we recommended around
$84.0 and currently it is trading
around $115. This company has
great astro chart and we clearly
see Costco to perform very well
for the next 7 years. Our target is
$190 in the next two years.
FMCC & FNMA: Both these
housing stocks have done
amazingly
well. We
kept
recommending
acquiring
positions in this stock around $0.23, and currently these stocks are trading around $1.29. They
went to our predicted target $5.00. We see a housing boom and mortgage companies to doing
well.
YHOO: Yahoo Inc. moved up
around 100% from where
we
recommended.
Currently we see a mixed
trend for Yahoo so those
who bought yahoo can book
half profit at this stage. The
next two years look far
better for this company but
we strongly believe that
Yahoo will be bought by any
other group by mid next
year when Jupiter enters in
Cancer.
Read all new recommendations of stock report below here of this month’s letter, also we will
send update every few days to our “stock investment report”.
Important note: We will send a detailed letter monthly on our top picks, and with new picks.
We will also send a few updates every week on stocks and any new pick so watch our stock
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reports closely as well as market trend because it stocks perform well of market is in positive
directions.

Here stock Investment Monthly letter from 1-30 October 2013:

Current months here are stocks you should buy…..Subscribe to read complete this month
report: http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/stock-investment-report.php

If you like to extend our services those who subscribe for one month or three months should
do it asap before our this special offers ends.

Current offer subscriptions price,

and after offer new price will be:

Current offer price for one month - $199, and new price will be $500, save $210
Current offer price for one month - $550, and new price will be $1410, save $860
Current offer price for one month - $970, and new price will be $2590, save $1620
Current offer price for one month - $1790 and new price will be $4750, save $2960

Click her to subscribe or extend it: http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/stock-investment-report.php

Important note: Advisors and fund manager always like to talk on both sides and they
communicate with if’s and but’s. In the last twenty five years we never used if or but in any
of our predictions. Whenever we see any new trend developing we recommend them
openly without any fear and this is the reason our work on the financial market has been
becoming very popular, especially from 2001. We see a bullish trend in the market so stick
with it and many will make fortunes. A new millionaire and billionaire list will rise in
multifold in USA in the coming two years.
We will keep sending updates with new stocks if we like any during our daily research. We will
watch closely our recommendations and guide you if there is any profit booking
recommendations or stop-loss advise.
We wish you good luck with this service. Please update us about how your performance.
Thanks & God Bless,
Mahendra Sharma
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SANTA BARBARA, 26 September 2013
Copyrights: We have just updated the copyrights of our work on
www.mahendraprophecy.com, under the USA and under
international laws. There will be heavy penalties and legal charges
against individuals, groups or firms who are copying, editing or
forwarding our work in any form without authorized permission.
Members or Subscribers of mahendraprophecy.com should do their
own research and due diligence before investing in any of
recommendations. Investing in stocks, futures and options is very
speculative and carries a high amount of risk. Subscriber may lose
money trading and investing in such investment.
http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/disclaimer.php

Reading daily range: When we predict a
weaker trend it means prices can break lower
side and they can trade below predicted lows.
(You can cover short but don’t buy extra at lower
levels until our indicators give buy signal).
When we predict a positive trend, means daily
price can break upside and they can trade higher
than predicted price (you can book profit but
don’t short that market).

http://www.mahendraprophecy.com/privacy-policy.php
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